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Abstrat: The Dijkgraaf-Vafa approah is used in order to study the Coulomb
branh of the Leigh-Strassler massive deformation of N = 4 SYM with gauge group
U(N). The theory has N = 1 SUSY and an N-dimensional Coulomb branh of
vaua, whih an be desribed by a family of generalized Seiberg-Witten urves.
The matrix model analysis is performed by adding a tree level potential that selets
partiular vaua. The family of urves is found: it onsists of order N branhed
overings of a base torus, and it is desribed by multi-valued funtions on the latter.
The relation between the potential and the vauum is made expliit. The gauge group
SU(N) is also onsidered. Finally the resolvents from whih expetation values of
hiral operators an be extrated are presented.
Keywords: Matrix Models, Supersymmetri Eetive Theories, Nonperturbative
Eets.
1. Introdution
The Dijkgraaf-Vafa (DV) onjeture [1℄ has proven a powerful tool for studying the
low energy limit of N = 1 gauge theories with massive hiral elds. The method
onsists in solving an auxiliary matrix model, where the N = 1 hiral elds are
replaed by random matries interating with a potential equal to the tree level
superpotential. This method allows to extrat the holomorphi quantities of the
low energy regime, inluding all the non-perturbative eets. The proedure has
been tested for a lot of dierent theories [1, 2, 3℄. When solving the matrix model,
an interesting geometrial struture emerges, whih is haraterized by a Riemann
surfae provided with a meromorphi dierential. This struture is based on speial
geometry and generalizes the Seiberg-Witten urve for N = 2 theories. As in the
N = 2 ase, all the holomorphi quantities in the eetive Lagrangian an be derived
from the geometry. For N = 1 theories, this amounts to the determination of
the eetive superpotential and the kineti terms for low energy massless photons.
The expetation values of the hiral operators an be also determined from some
meromorphi dierentials dened on the surfae [2, 3℄.
The DV onjeture an be also used to derive the Seiberg-Witten urve forN = 2
theories. If we deform the N = 2 theory with a superpotential for the adjoint eld,
we selet partiular points in moduli spae. With a suiently generi potential,
we an explore the entire moduli spae. As the tree level potential is adiabatially
removed, the matrix model Riemann surfae runs in the Seiberg-Witten urve of
the N = 2 theory. This argument has been introdued in [4℄ and later used for
theories with dierent matter ontent and in dierent dimensions [12, 13℄. The
very same argument an be used to study N = 1 theories with a Coulomb branh
of vaua. The matrix model desription determines a generalized Seiberg-Witten
urve, whose periods determine the oupling onstant matrix. Clearly, the urve
does not determine the entire eetive Lagrangian as in the N = 2 ase, but only
the holomorphi quantities. A partiularly interesting model in this respet is the
so-alled Leigh and Strassler (LS) deformation of N = 4 SYM [5℄. It is known that
there exist superonformal deformations ofN = 4 SYM whih preserve N = 1 SUSY.
In partiular, the LS theory has the same elds as N = 4 SYM and a superpotential
W
tree
= Tr
(
iλΦ[Φ+,Φ−]β
)
, (1.1)
where the β-ommutator is dened by
[Φ+,Φ−]β ≡ Φ
+Φ−eiβ/2 − Φ−Φ+e−iβ/2 .
Here λ is a funtion of β, whih is tuned in order to preserve superonformal invari-
ane. Fortunately we will not need its expliit expression. We will always onsider
an N = 2* type theory where two adjoints elds are made massive by the addition
of the superpotential MΦ+Φ−.
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The theory has a great varieties of lassial vaua [7, 8, 9, 10℄. We will mainly be
interested in the Coulomb phase: Φ± = 0. The Coulomb branh of the theory will be
desribed by a family of generalized SW urves, whih enodes the dynamis. The
form of the urve for the LS model was onjetured in [14℄, using integrable system
arguments. It is a deformation of the Donagi-Witten urve for N = 2* [15℄. Here
we derive the urve using the DV presription. Our strategy is to analyze the model
in presene of a deformation W
tree
(Φ) =
∑n+1
k=1
gk
k
Φk. It is known [4, 6℄ that suh
deformation lifts the moduli spae, onstraining the vaua on partiular (N − n)-di-
mensional sub-varieties where (N − n) monopoles are massless. The eigenvalues of
Φ distribute themselves over the n ritial points of W , with multipliity Ni. The
gauge group is then broken to U(N) →
∏n
i=1U(Ni). At the quantum level, other
non-perturbative eets join. The SU(Ni) fators onne, leaving the group U(1)
n
.
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At low energy, we an write an eetive potential in terms of the hiral superelds
Si = Tr U(Ni)(WαW
α), and this an be omputed through the matrix model. As we
will see, its value is just the expetation value of the tree level superpotential
W
e
= 〈W
tree
(Φ)〉 ,
after the latter has seleted the vauum. We an study the Coulomb phase of the
LS model by taking a degree N + 1 potential W
tree
, and onsidering the vaua har-
aterized by Ni = 1. In this way, we an explore the whole moduli spae by varying
the potential.
The matrix model has already been solved [7, 11℄. The vauum with gauge
group
∏n
i=1 U(Ni) is assoiated with an n-ut solution, whih generates a Riemann
surfae of genus n. The struture is very similar to that in [12℄: the eigenvalue spae
in the large matrix limit is a ylinder with pairs of uts identied. The physial
urve is obtained upon minimization and it beomes the overing of a torus. We
nd the expliit form of the urve: F (v, z) = 0, a degree n polynomial in v, whose
oeients are multi-valued funtion of the base torus oordinate z with determined
monodromy properties. This expression was rstly onjetured in [14℄. We also
identify the moduli for gauge groups U(N) and SU(N).2 Finally, we identify the
resolvents whih allow to evaluate expetation values of operators in the hiral ring.
2. The matrix model and the Riemann surfae
The U(N) gauge theory with N = 1 SUSY an be studied through the planar limit
solution of the assoiated matrix model, as suggested by Dijkgraaf e Vafa [1℄. The
1
Unless some Ni vanish, in whih ase more monopoles ondense and less photons are left.
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Observe that the LS model does not show a omplete deoupling of the gauge multiplet asso-
iated with Tr Φ. Atually, as it an be seen from the Lagrangian, the vetor multiplet (Aµ, λα)
deouples, while the hiral one (Tr Φ, ψα) does not.
2
matrix model is dened by the partition funtion
Z = e−F/g
2
s
=
∫
dΦˆdΦˆ+dΦˆ− exp
{
−
1
gs
Tr
(
iλΦˆ[Φˆ+, Φˆ−]β +MΦˆ
+Φˆ− +W
tree
(Φˆ)
)}
,
where F is the free energy and Φˆi are Nˆ × Nˆ matries. The right implementation of
the group U(N) is realized taking Φˆ hermitian whereas Φˆ+ = (Φˆ−)† [1℄.
We onsider the 't Hooft limit in whih the dimension Nˆ of the matries goes to
innity and the oupling gs goes to zero, while keeping xed the produt S = gsNˆ .
The assoiated matrix model has already been solved in another ontest [11℄. The
proedure is the following: rst integrate out Φˆ±, then sale Φˆ → Φˆ/λ and hange
variables to get an integral over the eigenvalues φi of Φˆ. Eventually make another
hange of variables to δi and dene a new funtion V (δ) :
φi ≡
M
λ
(
−eδi +
1
2 sin β/2
)
V (δ) ≡W
(
−
M
λ
eδ +
M
2λ sinβ/2
)
. (2.1)
In the saddle point approximation for large Nˆ one an get the equations of
motion
V ′(δk) =
gs
2
∑
j(6=k)
{
2
tgh
δk−δj
2
−
1
tgh
δk−δj+iβ
2
−
1
tgh
δk−δj−iβ
2
}
(2.2)
As usual, one an distribute the eigenvalues over the n ritial points of the potential
V (x) with multipliities Nˆi. The ontinuum limit is studied through the eigenvalues
density funtion ρ(x) and the resolvent funtion
ω(x) =
1
2Nˆ
∑
j
1
tgh
x− δj
2
→
1
2
∫
ρ(y)
tgh
x− y
2
dy . (2.3)
In this limit the lling frations Si = gsNˆi parametrize the partiular solution around
whih we are expanding, and they are identied with the ondensate hiral elds.
Aording to the DV presription we an obtain the eetive superpotential from the
expression
W
e
=
n∑
i=1
Ni
∂F
∂Si
+ 2πiτS
where Ni indiate the partiular vauum
∏n
i=1 U(Ni) we are onsidering, while F(Si)
is the matrix model free energy in the planar limit.
It is useful to introdue the funtion
G(x) ≡ U(x) + iS
[
ω(x+ i
β
2
)− ω(x− i
β
2
)
]
, (2.4)
3
where U(x) is a degree n + 1 polynomial in ex dened by
V ′(x) = −i
[
U(x+ i
β
2
)− U(x − i
β
2
)
]
. (2.5)
The saddle point equation (2.2) takes the simple form
G(x+ i
β
2
± iǫ) = G(x− i
β
2
∓ iǫ) x ∈ supp ρ . (2.6)
The holomorphi hange of variables (2.1) maps the omplex plane into the
ylinder (the strip {−iπ ≤ ℑm x ≤ iπ} with the two sides identied). We an add
the two points at innity {x = +∞} and {x = −∞} in order to ompatify it. U(x)
is a degree n+ 1 polynomial in ex, so that it is a well-dened meromorphi funtion
on the ylinder, regular at {x = −∞} and with a pole of order n+ 1 at {x = +∞};
ω(x) has n ut disontinuities on the support of ρ(x) while it is regular at extremes.
Therefore G(x) presents n pairs of uts [a−i ± iβ/2, a
+
i ± iβ/2], and a pole of order
n + 1 at {x = +∞}. Eq. (2.6) tell us that G(x) is a well-dened meromorphi
funtion on a Riemann surfae obtained identifying the two uts of every pair.
Let us introdue a anonial basis of ompat yles on the Riemann surfae: Ai
yles irling the upper uts and Bi yles going from the lower uts to the upper
ones. By integrating eq. (2.4) along Ai-periods we extrat the quantities
Si =
1
2π
∮
Ai
G(x)dx . (2.7)
The quantities ∂F/∂Si an be extrated from Bi-periods [1℄, with a minor subtlety
[7℄. By resaling Φˆ→ Φˆ/λ, we gain a fator λ−Nˆ
2
that brings a further S dependene.
We have
F = S2 log λ+ F˜
where F˜ is the ontribution from our saddle point integral. Therefore we get
∂F
∂Si
= 2S log λ− i
∮
Bi
G(x)dx .
Finally we an put the superpotential in the form
W
e
= −i
n∑
i=1
[
Ni
∮
Bi
G dx−
(
τ − i
N
π
log λ
)∮
Ai
G dx
]
. (2.8)
Note that W
e
only depends on the renormalized oupling onstant [7℄
τR ≡ τ − i
N
π
log λ .
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Let us briey analyze the geometrial struture, as in [12℄. The funtionG(x) has
a single pole of order n+1 at {x = +∞}, and is meromorphi on the Riemann surfae
Σ. By Riemann-Roh, this requirement xes the funtion up to a multipliative
onstant and an additive one. The multipliative onstant is also xed by omparison
with U(x) (i.e. with the potential V (x)), and the additive one is physially irrelevant.
G(x) is therefore uniquely determined.
The dierential dx is well-dened on the Riemann surfae: it has two simple
poles at {x = ±∞}, and it has periods∮
Ai
dx = 0
∮
Bi
dx = iβ
∮
D
dx = 2πi ,
Here the D yle wraps the ylinder and enirle, say, the {x = +∞} punture. Let
us ount the number of moduli. We have 3n− 3 parameters from the moduli spae
of Riemann surfaes of genus n, plus 2 from the puntures. By Riemann-Roh, there
exist n+1 meromorphi dierentials with two poles at the puntures; the integration
to get the x oordinate involves another additive onstant. Taking into aount that
2n + 1 periods are xed we obtain
(3n− 1) + (n+ 2)− (2n+ 1) = 2n .
From the matrix model point of view, we an interpret these as the lassial
moduli spae of the n roots of V ′(x) plus the n elds Si. Or, alternatively, as the 2n
zeros of the dierential dx, presribed by Riemann-Roh, whih oinides with the
extremes of the uts [a−i ± iβ/2, a
+
i ± iβ/2].
3. The on-shell theory
We have written the eetive potential as a funtion of the lassial vauum around
whih we are expanding (haraterized by Ni), and a funtion of the ondensate elds
Si. The true quantum vaua are obtained by minimizing with respet to Si.
By varying the potential with respet to the eld Si [12℄ we get the dierentials
ωi =
1
2π
∂
∂Si
G(x)dx . (3.1)
They onstitute a anonial basis of independent holomorphi dierentials on Σ,
assoiated to yles. In partiular from (2.7) we have
∮
Ai
ωj = δij .
From the minimizing of (2.8) we get∮
Bi
∑
j
Njωj ≡
∮
Bi
Ω = τR ∀i , (3.2)
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where we used the symmetry of the period matrix
∮
Bj
ωi. The equation tell us that,
on-shell, it exists on the surfae a meromorphi form Ω ≡
∑
j Njωj with periods∮
Ai
Ω = Ni
∮
Bi
Ω = τR . (3.3)
We an integrate Ω to get a well-dened funtion z(P ) =
∫ P
P0
Ω on a torus dened
by the identiations
z ≡ z + N˜ ≡ z + τR ,
where N˜ is the greatest ommon fator of the Ni. So we have demonstrated that,
on-shell, Σ is the overing of a torus of modular parameter τR/N˜
3
. Furthermore, the
images of the periods Ai and Bi wind around the torus Ni/N˜ and 1 times respetively.
3.1 The urve
Our aim is now to obtain an expression for the urve Σ of the on-shell theory. We
know that it is the overing of a torus, so, in analogy to what happens for N = 2∗
theories [15, 17℄, we an write it as
F (v, z) =
n˜∏
i=1
[v − vi(z)] ,
where vi(z) desribe the sheets, while n˜ is the order (till unknown) of the overing.
In analogy with [12℄, we would like to onstrut a meromorphi funtion v on
Σ, with simple poles at the n˜ ounter-images pi of the point {z = 0}, and suh
that the form v dz has residues 1 at n˜− 1 of them. Sine the funtion G(x) reates a
puntures, it is onvenient to x the base point P0 at the point at innity {x = +∞},
so that P0 is one of the ounter-images of the point {z = 0}.
To onstrut the funtion v(x) it is better to start by its dierential. It should
have seond order poles at the ounterimages of {z = 0}. The idea is to onsider
a meromorphi dierential on the base torus with a double pole in {z = 0} and
oeient −1, so that its pull-bak on Σ has n˜ double poles with equal oeients,
and then orret the pole at P0 with a dierential on Σ written in terms of x. We
an hoose exdx. Unlike dx, it is multi-valued4; in going from a lower ut to the
upper one it takes a phase: x → x + iβ, exdx → eiβexdx. Therefore we onstrut v
with the same property:
v → v along Ai yles
v → eiβv along Bi yles .
(3.4)
3
Note that this is equivalent to the overing of a torus of modular parameter τR, but with an
order N˜ times greater.
4
It is worth to observe that, from Riemann-Roh, a meromorphi form on the surfae with
exatly a double pole exists unique. We don't know its expliit expression, but in general it will
not be integrable.
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Now we an onstrut multi-valued funtions on the base torus through the
funtion
k(z) =
σ
(
z − ω1β
pi
)
σ(z)σ
(
− ω1β
pi
) eβη1z/pi = π
2ω1
θ′1[0]
θ1
[
−β
2
] θ1[ piz2ω1 − β2 ]
θ1
[
piz
2ω1
] , (3.5)
where 2ω1 = N˜ and 2ω2 = τR are the torus periods, and we have used semi-ellipti
funtions. Atually, k(z) has a simple pole at {z = 0} with residue 1, a simple zero
at {z = ω1β/π}, and satises the expeted monodromy properties.
Finally, we an write down the dierential of the funtion v
dv = η exdx+ k(z)
∂
∂z
log k(z) dz
and, by integrating, we get
v = η ex + k(z) . (3.6)
Note that the required monodromy exludes any integration onstant, while η an
be reabsorbed by a translation in x.
3.2 Order of the overing
The surfae Σ is the overing of a base torus, realized through the funtion z. Now
we determine the order of the overing, that is the number of sheets. To this purpose
we use the following residue theorem for meromorphi forms with the presribed
monodromy (3.4):
5
∑
p
Resp ω =
e−iβ − 1
2πi
∑
i
∮
Ai
ω . (3.7)
Consider now the expression∮
Ai
v dz =
∮
Ai
η ex dz +
Ni
N˜
∮
A
k(z)dz .
The dierential dz6 is dened by (3.2) and (3.1):
dz =
N∑
j=1
1
2π
Nj
∂
∂Sj
G(x) dx .
5
This is proved easily by attening the surfae on the plane: every ompat orientable Rie-
mann surfae of genus g is homeomorphi to a omplex polygon with 4g sides, and with suit-
able identiations on the boundary. In partiular, we an identify sides aording to the string
α1 · β1 · α
−1
1
· β−1
1
· · · · · αg · βg · α−1g · β
−1
g . For αi and βi we an take the yles Ai and Bi. Then it
sues to deform the path that enirles the poles into the perimeter of the polygon, and sum the
ontributions. We also notie that every funtion with the monodromy (3.4) is expressible through
k(z) and a generi ellipti funtion: f(z) = g(z) · k(z). Moreover, the only funtion with a single
pole in {z = 0} is exatly k(z).
6
With dz we will indierently refer to the dierential on the torus and its pull-bak on Σ.
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We an onvert the integral of G(x)dx along the yle Ai into the integral of the
eigenvalues density ρ(x) over the segment of support [a−i , a
+
i ], by using the relation[
−G(x+ iǫ) +G(x− iǫ)
]
= 2πS ρ
(
x− i
β
2
)
x ∈ Ai .
We now use the residue theorem (3.7) for v dz and for the funtion k(z) on the torus
separately, and sum over the yles. Dening the quantities Wn ≡
∫
R
ρ(x)enxdx, we
get ∑
p
Resp (v dz) = −η
eiβ/2 − e−iβ/2
2πi
N∑
j=1
∂
∂Sj
[S W1] +
N
N˜
. (3.8)
On the other hand, we an evaluate the residues by enirling the poles of v (dz
is an holomorphi form). The poles are loated over the point {z = 0}, and are as
many as the sheets of the overing. Consider the expression
n˜∑
i=1
Respi (v dz) = Res+∞ η e
x dz +
n˜∑
i=1
Res 0 k(z)dz .
k(z) has unitary residues and we deal with exdz by expanding around the point at
innity:
G(x)dx → U(x)dx+ 2S
∞∑
m=1
sin
mβ
2
Wme
−mxdx .
Eventually we obtain
∑
p
Resp (v dz) = −
η
π
sin
β
2
N∑
j=1
∂
∂Sj
[S W1] + n˜ . (3.9)
By omparison with expression (3.8), we dedue the order of the overing:
n˜ = N/N˜ , in agreement with what we have been expeting from the analogy with
the N = 2∗ ase [12℄.
3.3 Curve and fatorization
We have found the multi-valued oordinate system (v, z) over Σ, where z establishes
an n˜-overing of the base torus. Therefore the equation of the urve is an order n˜
polynomial in v whose oeients are multi-valued funtions on the torus:
0 = F (v, z) =
n˜∑
m=0
Fm(z) v
n˜−m F0 ≡ 1 .
The funtions Fm(z) are suh that going along the B-yle of the torus they take
a phase eimβ . So the funtion F (v, z) is multi-valued too, and takes a phase ein˜β
8
Figure 1: Degeneration of the surfae. When two branhing points ollide, we an take
the ut wound around a yle, obtaining a torus of modied modular parameter.
going along the B-yle. This result agrees with [14℄, where it was obtained through
integrable systems.
We an also write the loal expression
0 = F (v, z) =
n˜∏
i=1
[
v − vi(z)
]
, (3.10)
where the funtions vi(z) represent the ounter-images of torus points: they are
loal oordinates over the overing sheets. Along the Bi-yles of Σ they take a phase
eiβ , and they get permuted in going from a sheet to another one.
In order to explore the whole moduli spae, we need [4℄ to turn on a degree
N + 1 potential and to onsider vaua haraterized by Ni = 1. In this ase we nd
an N-overing of a torus with modular parameter τR whih gives the LS urve.
We an also onsider the ase with generi Ni. For Ni > 1, non-abelian gauge
groups lassially unbroken undergo onnement. The superpotential has dynam-
ially seleted points in the moduli spae of vaua of the LS theory where some
monopoles are massless [6, 18℄. These are generially points where the LS urve de-
generates. The number of eetive pairs of uts on the ylinder (those with Ni > 1),
that is the number of handles or the genus, and the number of overing sheets are
related by
# pairs of uts = gΣ =
∑
i t.. Ni>1
1 6
∑
i
Ni
N˜
= n˜
where equality holds just for Ni = N˜ . The overing is generially singular, and Σ
is its desingularization. The number of non-oinident branhing points ν of the
funtion v(z) is given by Riemann-Hurwitz formula:
1 + ν/2 = gΣ 6 n˜ .
Therefore, when a potential is applied, some branhing points must ollide, and their
branhing uts will shrink. We an always take, even in the general ase, a base torus
of modular parameter τR and an N-overing with some oinident branhing points
(see gure 1).
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We end with the ase of maximal degeneration, that is one Ni = N while all the
others null. In this vauum the gauge group is not lassially broken, but onnement
only leaves a U(1) fator. We have a 1-overing, that is a homeomorphism, of a torus
of modular parameter τR/N . The urve is e
x = γ k(z). This perfetly agrees with
[7℄.
4. Resolvents
We are now interested in operators in the hiral ring. The matrix model has been
solved through the hange of variables (2.1):
Φ = −
M
λ
e∆ +
M
2λ sinβ/2
W (Φ) = V (∆)
from the eld Φ to ∆. This leads to the variable x, assoiated with the eigenvalues
of ∆, and whih lives on the ylinder. It is useful to dene the QFT resolvents
R(x) = −
1
32π2
〈
Tr
WαiW
α
i
2 tgh
(
x−∆
2
)〉
T (x) =
〈
Tr
1
2 tgh
(
x−∆
2
)〉 .
The perturbative expansion around the point {x = +∞}
R(x) = −
1
32π2
{N
2
+
∞∑
k=1
e−kx〈Tr WαiW
α
i e
k∆〉
}
T (x) =
N
2
+
∞∑
k=1
e−kx〈Tr ek∆〉
generates expetation values for the QFT hiral operators. It is lear that by knowing
the expetation values of ek∆ we an get all the expetation values of Φk, beause
they are related by a linear transformation.
We expet that the resolvents an be analytially ontinued and extended to the
whole Riemann surfae as in [2, 3℄. In the lassial limit, the dierentials R(x)dx
and T (x)dx beome meromorphi forms with simple poles at the eigenvalues of ∆
and at the points {x = ±∞}7. In the quantum theory the singularities spread out
in uts. We an evaluate the periods around the uts with the formula [2℄,
1
2πi
∮
Ci
dxM
1
2 tgh
(x−∆
2
) = Tr MPi , (4.1)
7
Atually, in the lassial limit the resolvent R vanishes, for it ontains a fermioni bilinear; on
the other hand, lassially the elds Si are null.
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where M is an operator, Ci a yle around the ut and Pi the projetor on the gauge
subgroup U(Ni). We obtain the periods
1
2πi
∮
Ai
R(x)dx = −
1
32π2
〈
Tr WαW
αPi
〉
= Si
1
2πi
∮
Ai
T (x)dx = Tr Pi = Ni .
We will identify the eld theory resolvents with suitable meromorphi forms in the
matrix model by omparing periods. A real proof of the following statements would
require a detailed analysis of the Ward identities in eld theory, using the Kon-
ishi anomaly as done in [2℄, whih is hard for N = 2* type models. Nevertheless,
we believe that the following result holds. The R resolvent is easily identied as
R(x) ≡ Sω(x). Indeed we have
〈Tr WαW
αPi〉 =
1
2πi
∮
Ci
R(x)dx =
1
2πi
∮
Ci
Sω(x)dx = Si ,
where we used (4.1) and Ci is a yle around the i-th segment [a
−
i , a
+
i ] of the support
of ρ(x).
In order to identify the T resolvent, it is better to onsider a quantity that admits
an analyti extension on the Riemann surfae Σ. We dene [12℄ the form
t(x)dx =
[
T (x− iβ
2
)− T (x+ iβ
2
)
]
dx .
Analyzing its expansion at the points {x = ±∞}, we see that it is regular (the poles
anel). The only singularities left are the uts. We onjeture that, on-shell, t(x)dx
admits an analyti ontinuation on the whole surfae, being an holomorphi form
on Σ. As shown in [3, 4℄, it is a general feature that on-shell an holomorphi form
exists. From (4.1) we easily get that the Ai-periods of t(x)dx are Ni. Sine the
form is holomorphi, its Ai-periods speify it ompletely. We an identify it with the
matrix model dierential dz:
dz ≡
1
2πi
t(x)dx =
[
T (x− iβ
2
)− T (x+ iβ
2
)
]
dx .
Observe that, on-shell, its Bi-periods are τR.
4.1 Expetation values
We an ompute all of eld theory expetation values 〈ek∆〉 by exploiting the general
fat that ut disontinuities of the holomorphi dierential (here t(x)dx) represent
the quantum eigenvalues distribution.
Let us evaluate the integral of t(x)dx multiplied by a power of ex, along a path
G that enloses all the pairs of uts. We name Ai the yles around the upper uts,
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while A∗i the ones around the lower uts; the onsidered path enirles both. We
an proeed in two ways. By deforming the path into two irles around the points
{x = ±∞}, from the expansion of T (x), we get
1
2πi
∮
G
ekx t(x)dx = 2i sin
kβ
2
〈Tr ek∆〉 .
On the other hand, we take advantage of the identiation t(x)dx ≡ 2πi dz and
deform the path into the sum of the yles Ai and A
∗
i , obtaining∮
G
ekx dz =
n∑
i=1
∮
Ai+A∗i
ekx dz = 2i sin
kβ
2
n∑
i=1
∮
Ai
ek(x−iβ/2) dz .
By omparison:
〈Tr ek∆〉 =
n∑
i=1
∮
Ai
ek(x−iβ/2) dz . (4.2)
This oinides perfetly with the result in [7℄, in ase of massive SU(N) vaua with
a single ut.
Note the dierene between the eigenvalues distribution in the matrix model and
that in eld theory. The former is desribed by ρ(x); the latter by dz. Therefore we
have
Wk = 〈〈Tr ek∆̂〉〉MM in the matrix model
n∑
j=1
Nj
∂
∂Sj
[
SWk
]
= 〈Tr ek∆〉QFT in eld theory .
(4.3)
4.2 The eetive potential
At this point it is interesting to use (4.2) to evaluate the on-shell eetive potential.
Through (3.3) this is expressible in terms of resolvent periods:
W
e
= −i
n∑
i=1
{∮
Ai
dz
∮
Bi
Gdx−
∮
Bi
dz
∮
Ai
Gdx
}
.
Now we perform a manipulation very similar to that in [12℄. We ut o the
surfae, following gure 2, in order to make it simply onneted.
8
Then it sues to
deform the path from the uts to the extremes of the ylinder, and bak. Atually
8
This proedure is equivalent to atten the surfae into a polygon with 4g sides. Note that we
need not to eliminate the yle D around the ylinder, beause
∮
D
dz = 0 and so dz is already
integrable.
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Figure 2: Simply onneted surfae. If we take into aount the points at innity, the
system of yles uts o the surfae and makes it simply onneted.
we have:
W
e
= i
n∑
i=1
∮
Ai+A∗i+Bi+B
∗
i =G
z G dx
= i
∮
−∞
z G dx+ i
∮
+∞
z G dx = i
∮
G
z U dx
=
n∑
i=1
{∮
Ai
z
[
U(x)− U(x− iβ)
]
dx−
∮
Ai
dz
∮
Bi
U(x)dx
}
=
n∑
i=1
∮
Ai
V
(
x− iβ
2
) dz
dx
dx− iN
∫ iβ/2
−iβ/2
U(x) dx−N V (0) .
In the seond line we observed that the only ontribution at the extremes omes from
U(x). In the last line we used (2.5) and integrated by parts, making the Bi yles
passing by two onventional points, say {±iβ/2}.
Then we may replae V with the original tree level potentialW
tree
, and use (4.2)
to turn to expetation values. We get
W
e
∼ 〈Tr W
tree
(Φ)〉 ,
up to additive onstants whih may depend on the potential, but not on the ou-
pling τ or on the partiular vauum. So the eetive superpotential is equal to the
expetation value of the tree level potential.
The presene of additive onstants is expeted. We know [9, 16℄ that a mixing
ambiguity aets ondensates in N = 1∗ theories, and so also in the Leigh-Strassler
model. The problem is that the operators Φn are ill-dened, and dierent approahes
an lead to vauum-independent mixings of them (inluding the identity).
5. The urve
The generalized Seiberg-Witten urve for the Leigh-Strassler model has been identi-
ed with the matrix model urve, provided we take an order N+1 tree level potential
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and onsider the vauum haraterized by Ni = 1 [4℄. In setion 3.3 we showed that
it may be written, as in (3.10), through multi-valued funtions on the base torus;
this embeds Σ into a twisted C bundle over T2. This expression hides the N moduli
whih parameterize the moduli spae. We want to bring the urve to a more suitable
form, miming [17℄.
The idea is to subtrat to v a funtion with right monodromy properties, and
whih has a simple pole in {z = 0} with unit residue. We dene a new polynomial
funtion
f(v, z) ≡ F (v + k(z), z)
=
N∏
i=1
(
v + k(z)− vi(z)
)
=
N∑
m=0
fm(z) v
N−m
with f0 ≡ 1 ,
where k(z) was introdued in (3.5). The funtions fm(v, z) have the same mon-
odromies than Fm(v, z), but the former have just a simple pole. This xes them
ompletely: they are proportional to
θ1
[
piz
2ω1
− mβ
2
∣∣τ˜]
θ1
[
piz
2ω1
∣∣τ˜] ,
where τ˜ is the modular parameter of the torus. Here τ˜ = τR.
Reminding (3.6) for v, we an write the urve 0 = F (v, z) in terms of the matrix
model oordinate x:
0 =
N∑
m=0
γm θ1
[ πz
2ω1
−m
β
2
∣∣∣τ˜] e(N−m)x with γ0 ≡ 1 . (5.1)
The parameters γm are really the oordinates of the moduli spae. It is onvenient
to normalize to γ0 = 1, so that we are left with exatly N parameters whih desribe
the vaua for a U(N) gauge group.
It is useful to nd another expression for the urve, in order to analyze the
semilassial limit g → 0 and ompare with literature. We want to ollet the N
parameters γm in a single normalized degree N polynomial in e
x
:
H(x) =
N∑
m=0
γm e
(N−m)x =
N∏
j=1
(
ex − eξj
)
with γ0 ≡ 1 .
We apply the known expansion of the θ1 funtion:
θ1[z|τ˜ ] = −i
∑
k∈Z
(−1)k q(k+
1
2
)2 ei(2k+1)z ,
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where q = eipiτ˜ ontains the dependene on the modular parameter. With simple
algebrai steps we get
0 =
∑
k∈Z
(−1)k q(k+
1
2
)2 e
i(2k+1)[ piz
2ω1
− Nβ
2
]
H
(
x+ i(2k + 1)β
2
)
. (5.2)
5.1 Gauge group SU(N)
The urve for gauge group SU(N) an be derived by enforing the onstraint 〈Tr Φ〉 =
0. We use the urve written as in (3.10): F =
∏
[v − vi(z)]. The multi-valued fun-
tions vi(z) have simple poles in {z = 0}, with N − 1 residues equal to 1 and the last
xed by the residue theorem (3.7). Using (3.9) and (4.3), we get the following values
for the residues (
−
η
π
sin
β
2
〈Tr e∆〉+ 1, 1, . . . , 1
)
.
In the polynomial funtion f(v, z) the sum of the residues appears in the term vN−1.
By omparison we obtain a relation between the parameter γ1 and the eld expe-
tation value:
γ1 = −
1
2ω1
θ′1[0] sin β/2
θ1[β/2]
(
−
λ
M
〈Tr Φ〉+
N
2 sin β/2
)
. (5.3)
The family of SW urves that desribes the moduli spae for gauge group SU(N)
is obtained by freezing the parameter γ1. So we are left with N − 1 free parameters,
whose number mathes the rank of SU(N).
The onstraint 〈Tr Φ〉 = 0 may be applied to F (v, z) too. We get the exat
expression for the term vN−1:
F (v, z) ∋
[
N −
ηN
2π
+
ηλ
πM
sin
β
2
〈Tr Φ〉
]
k(z)vN−1 .
With the partiular hoie η = 2π/2ω1
9
, we anel the term. This agrees with what
stated in [14℄, on the basis of integrable systems. Note that this holds also for generi
vaua, in whih ase we must aomplish the substitutions
N → n˜ =
N
N˜
−
ηN
2π
= −
N
2ω1
→ −
N
N˜
.
5.2 The funtion G(x)
The funtion G(x) is ompletely determined by W
tree
. Geometrially, the reason is
the following. The saddle point equation determines the existene of the funtion
G(x), meromorphi on a genus N Riemann surfae obtained identifying pairs of uts.
G(x) must have a pole of order N + 1 on Σ, and Riemann-Roh tells us that suh a
9
Whih orresponds to a shift in the variable x.
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funtion is unique, up to a multipliative onstant and an additive one. So the urve
Σ xes G(x), and vie versa. Moreover the pole struture of G(x)dx is determined
by the polynomial U(x), that is by the potential W
tree
. Therefore, W
tree
xes all the
parameters γm.
We want to onstrut expliitly the funtion G(x) on the surfae. We must
request that it has an (N + 1)-order pole at the punture {x = +∞, z = 0} and that
it is meromorphi. To this purpose, we onsider the ellipti funtions
emx
θ1[
piz
2ω1
+ mβ
2
|τ˜ ]
θ1[
piz
2ω1
|τ˜ ]
,
for m = 1, . . . , N . They present an (m+ 1)-order pole at {x = +∞, z = 0} and
N − 1 simple poles at {x nite, z = 0}. Moreover they are single valued.
The idea is to onstrut G(x) by assembling these N funtions, in suh a way to
anel the N − 1 simple poles at nite points, leaving just the pole at the punture.
It is a matter of solving a linear system, and ounting variables and equations we see
that the solution is determined exept for a multipliative onstant (and an additive
one for G(x)).
Let us analyze the behavior of the urve in a neighborhood of {z = 0}. Expand-
ing (5.1) we get
z =
2ω1
πθ′1[0]
∑N
m=1 γmθ1[mβ/2]e
(N−m)x
eNx
← PN−1(e
x)
. (5.4)
The equation z = 0 gives the solution {x = +∞} plus N − 1 other solutions, whih
orrespond to the roots of the polynomial PN−1. Now it is easy to organize the N
ellipti terms:
G(x) =
N∑
m=1
γN−m+1
θ1
[(N −m+ 1)β
2
∣∣∣τ˜]
θ1
[mβ
2
∣∣∣τ˜]
θ1
[ πz
2ω1
+
mβ
2
∣∣∣τ˜]
θ1
[ πz
2ω1
∣∣∣τ˜] emx (5.5)
One may hek the existene of a (N + 1)-order pole, and, thanks to (5.4), the
holomorphiity at the points {x nite, z = 0}.
Now we an expand G(x) around {x = +∞} in powers of ex, using for z the
expression (5.4), and imposing the behavior presribed by U(x). The alulation is
quite long and does not give a losed expression, but it is algorithmi. For instane
we have found the rst parameter γ1:
γ1 = −
[
N∑
i=1
eai
]
sin (N+1)β
2
sin Nβ
2
θ1[
Nβ
2
] θ′1[0]
θ1[
Nβ
2
] θ′1[
β
2
] + θ1[
β
2
]θ′1[
Nβ
2
]
,
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where ai are the roots of V
′(x). These are the same as the roots of W ′
tree
(y), exept
for the hange of variables (2.1). This formula determines entirely the oeient γ1
as a funtion of known quantities, i.e. potential W
tree
and parameters β, λ, M . In
this way we may nd all the other parameters. Moreover, using (5.3), we get the
expetation value 〈Tr Φ〉 without integrating:
sin (N+1)β
2
sin Nβ
2
θ1[
Nβ
2
] θ′1[0]
θ1[
Nβ
2
] θ′1[
β
2
] + θ1[
β
2
]θ′1[
Nβ
2
]
[
−
λ
M
N∑
i=1
bi +
N
2 sin β
2
]
=
1
2ω1
θ′1[0] sin
β
2
θ1[
β
2
]
[
−
λ
M
〈Tr Φ〉 +
N
2 sin β
2
]
, (5.6)
where bi are the roots of Wtree(y). We hose to group fators in this manner beause
they tend to unit in both the semilassial limit and β → 0.
5.3 The semilassial limit
The semilassial limit orresponds to the weak oupling regime of the theory. We
realize it by sending the physial oupling g to zero, that is the omplex (renormal-
ized) oupling τR to +i∞ or the q parameter to zero. So the base torus overed by
Σ strethes to a ylinder, beause the B-period of dz diverges and the yle beomes
non-ompat. We expet the uts in the x spae to shrink to singular points, that
are really the ritial points of V (x). Meanwhile we expet the ondensate elds to
vanish, sine they ontain fermioni bilinear Tr λαiλ
α
i .
Sine (5.2) is an absolutely onvergent series, it is the most useful to take the
limit q → 0: we have to onsider just the terms k = 0,−1:
e
2i[ piz
2ω1
− Nβ
2
]
=
H(x− iβ
2
)
H(x+ iβ
2
)
.
To upper(lower) uts on the ylinder, that is the points on the strethed torus whih
tend to z = +i∞(−i∞), orrespond to zeros of the denominator(numerator). The
following map holds:
Aj : z → +i∞ ⇒ {x = ξj + iβ/2}
A∗j : z → −i∞ ⇒ {x = ξj − iβ/2} .
This prove that the uts Ai and A
∗
i shrink to points that are the (shifted) roots of
H(x).
With the expliit expression (5.5) of G(x) at hands, we an also prove that the
hiral elds Si vanish. Expanding the θ funtions for small q, and then onsidering
the limit z → +i∞, x → ξj + iβ/2, we see that G(x) onverges to a onstant in
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a neighborhood of a shrunk ut, therefore it is regular. So the integral
∮
Ai
G(x)dx
whih denes Si vanishes.
Finally, sine the eld S vanishes, from (2.2) we get the support of ρ(x):
V ′(x) = 0 x ∈ supp ρ .
So the singular points ξj are really the ritial points of V (x): the eigenvalues of Φ
end up in the ritial points. This expeted behavior is onrmed by the semilassial
limit of (5.6).
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